STUCK ON YOU

COMPOSER: Jim Elder, 1606 Bliss Avenue, Clovis, California 93612
FOOTWORK: Opposite throughout. Directions for Man
SEQUENCE: INTRO, A, A, B, A, B, A, ENDING

INTRO

1 (Butterfly) WAIT
2 WAIT
3 LRL- (Butterfly) HITCH APART THREE Back, Close, Forward, -;
4 RLR- (Butterfly) SCISSORS THRU TO OPEN Side, Close, Thru, -;

PART A

1 LRLR (Tilt Butterfly) LIMP FOUR Side, Behind, Side, Behind;
2 L-R- (Open) WALK TWO Forward, -, Forward, -;
3 LRLR (Tilt Butterfly) LIMP FOUR Forward, -, Forward, -;
4 L-R- (Open) WALK TWO Side, Behind, Side, Behind;
5 LRL- (Solo) CIRCLE AWAY TWO-STEP Step, Close, Step, -;
6 RLR- CIRCLE TOGETHER TWO-STEP Step, Close, Step, -;
7 LRL- (Butterfly) HITCH APART THREE Back, Close, Forward, -;
8 RLR- (Butterfly to Open) SCISSORS THRU TO OPEN Side, Close, Thru, -;
9 RLR- (Butterfly) VINE FOUR Side, Behind, Side, Front;
10 LRL- (OP FAC to Left Open) TURN THREE TO LEFT OPEN Side, Close, Turn Right, -;
11 RR-- (Left Open-Face Rev) TAP, TAP, HOLD ("-- Stuck, because I'm)
12 RLR- (Left Open to Open) BACK, SIDE, THRU Tap, Tap, -, -;
13 (Left -- stuck on)
14 (You -- -- -)

PART B

1 LRLR (Butterfly) VINE THREE, TOUCH Side, Behind, Side, Touch;
2 RLRL (Butterfly to a Wrap) VINE WRAP THREE, TOUCH Side, Behind, Side, Touch;
3 LRLR (to Open Facing) UNWRAP THREE, TOUCH Step, Step, Step, Touch;
4 RRLR (W under M's R Hand) CHANGE SIDES THREE, TOUCH Fwd, Fwd, Fwd, Touch;
5 - 8 REPEAT MEASURES ONE THROUGH FOUR - GOING REVERSE LINE OF DANCE

ENDING

1 - 4 REPEAT MEASURES NINE THROUGH TWELVE OF PART A
5 - 7 REPEAT MEASURES NINE, TEN AND ELEVEN OF PART A
8 ON THE WORD "YOU", DROP HANDS TURN TO FACE PARTNER STEP APART ON MAN'S RIGHT AND LADY'S LEFT FOOT POINT OTHER FOOT TOWARDS PARTNERLEAN BACK AND POINT INDEX FINGER OF EACH HAND TOWARDS PARTNER SMILE

Round Dancer Magazine June 1980
1-2 wait; wait
3-4 hitch apart; scissors thru

A
1-2 limp 4; walk 2
3-4 limp 4; walk 2
5-6 circle away 2-step; together to BFLY
7-8 hitch apart; scissors thru
9-10 vine 4; side close turn to left open
11-12 tap twice; back side thru

B
1-2 vine 3 & touch; vine wrap & touch
3-4 unwrap & touch; change sides
5-6 vine 3 & touch; vine wrap & touch
7-8 unwrap & touch; change sides

END
1-2 vine 4; side close turn to left open
3-4 tap twice; back side thru
5-6 vine 4; side close turn to left open
7-8 tap twice; apart point

STUCK ON YOU
(wait 2 in BFLY)